TCYZ Conference Table Series
TCYZ Conference Table series allow you to select the best
op on size and style for your educa onal or corporate place
environment.
Standard Features

TCYZ46C (Ellip

cal legs shown)

▪ Choose tabletop size according to your specific needs.
Available sizes: 48" X 72" (model TCYZ46C/S) and
48" X 84" (model TCYZ47C/S)
▪ Choice of straight (S) or curved (C) corners. Please specify
when ordering.
▪ Square cable grommet at center of table
▪ Can be placed back to back to increase surface area
▪ Choose different leg options: trapezoidal (T) or elliptical (E)
▪ Highly resistant surf(x) thermowrap surface available in
many colors
▪ Combine with our SYZ stand series to use your table for
video conference, and add storage rolling a RKYZ12 or
RKYZ21 mobile rack under or beside the table (see options)
▪ Ships flat packed
OpƟons

TCYZ47C (Trapezoidal legs shown)

▪ Choice of Straight or Curved corners
▪ RKYZ12 12U Mobile rack
▪ RKYZ21 21U Mobile rack
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ CUB3 Round Cable Well
▪ CUB5 Round Cable Well (Black or Silver)
▪ CMGRIP Cable grip
▪ CMSPINE Floor to top surface cable management
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer

Standard Finishes*

* Other finishes are available with a longer lead me (Check our website)

TCYZ47C table shown with op onal products (SYZ84 Stand + RKYZ12 Rack)

Possible Configura on

TCYZ47S (Straight corners)
Back to Back

The informa on contained in this drawing is the sole property of Audio Visual Furniture Interna onal. Any reproduc on in part or as a whole without the wri en permission of Audio
Visual Furniture Interna onal is prohibited. AVFI can build or modify stock configura ons to suit customer specifica ons. Please contact us to discuss how this service can help meet your
needs. Some quan ty restric ons may apply. Specifica on subject to change without no ce. Computers, cameras, monitors, etc. are shown to illustrate product usage and
are not included unless otherwise noted.

www.video-furn.com

Head Oﬃce & Assembly Facili es: 288 Don Hillock Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 0G9
Manufacturing: 190 Don Hillock Drive, Aurora, Ontario L4G 0G9
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